
Push: 2 players, 1 stick. Place other stick out of the way. Both

players grab stick and push.

Pull: 2 players, 1 stick. Both players with hands still on the stick

and Pull.

Lift Stick: Both players now with their sticks in hand. One player

places stick on ice while the other player tries to lift. Do not let it

off the ice.

Lift Stick switch: Switch to the other player with stick on the ice.

1 vs 1: Defender, place puck two feet behind you. 

 has to get by the defender and retrieve the

puck. If successful, give the puck back and repeat.

1 vs 1 switch players.

Stick Drop: Player stand 5-10 feet apart holding stick upright,

on whistle let go of stick and try to catch partners before it hits

the ground.

Key Points

Balance is key. To get into your Power Stance slightly bend your

knees.

Keep the middle of your body aligned to the middle of his when

doing the 1 on 1's.
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Angling week 1- no lunges, protect middle of ice

Free play 3 mins

Push, Pull, Lift Stick, 1 vs 1 & Repeat 5 mins

The offensive player



These are 3 introductory progression drills for coaches to work on
with new goalies.

Stance/butter�y: introduce proper body positioning. Have

player drop down, and get up focusing on teaching points. After

that have goalie stand upright and shoot pucks low on ice having

athlete direct pucks into the corner (minimize arm movement

when de�ecting pucks, slight wrist turn)

T-drill: using 2 c-cuts goalie comes out of the net for a shot, then

shuf�es to the left, right (can use cones) and back to center for a

second shot, then c-cuts backwards to net.

T-push from post: Goalie T-pushes from post to top of crease

area (beginners will struggle with distance) for a shot from

coach, alternate sides.

Key Points

Stance: Feet little more than shoulder width apart, skates

parallel to each other, chest up (see the logo), hands in front of

body, stick 8 inches in front of skates

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8Zvqib7Lyk)

Butter�y: Drive knees to the ice, hips forward/butt up, chest up,

shoulders level, squeeze pants/knees together, extend pads

(cover as much space as possible), stick blade down and hands

up!

C-cuts: forwards- weight on heel of inside edges, backwards-

weight on inside edge of toe, maintain stance while moving

Shuf�e: Weight on inside edges, to start transfer weight to drive

(push) leg, to stop place weight on lead leg, quiet upper body,

lead leg maintains stance, always ready

T-push: turn head, rotate hips, lead with stick/hands, lift drive

(push) leg slightly off ice after push, stop by using inside edge of

lead leg, set feet in stance square to shot

For more information on basic goaltending visit:
https://www.usahockeygoaltending.com/page/show/866192-
goaltender-basics
 

Four possibilities for beginning body contact. 

Stationary locked arms and bump each way 5 times

Moving with partner bump whole side of body with stick on the

ice

Moving pinch off along the boards. Go both directions, start

with no puck then progress to with puck focusing on separating

puck from opponent.

2 man race loose puck with contact. Try to win puck and score

Key Points

The goal is to get kids familiar and comfortable with physical

contact in a safe setting. 

Keeping stick, elbows down

Goalie 101 0 mins

Beginning Body Contact 7 mins



4 players stand outside the face-off circle and pass to each

other.

 in the middle of the face-off circle tries to steal the puck by

putting pressure on the player with the puck.

obperfectionnement_

Play between blue lines. Everyone has a puck they must skate around in
NZ protecting their puck while trying to knock other pucks out of the
zone. If a players puck goes outside the lines the player must go to the
end, �nd a puck and take 5 shots against the board. Keep going until
only 6 players let then move them into middle cicrle to hold
accountable for space. If too many players break into two groups and
play out of both ends from the blueline in. 

Key Points

Head up stick handling

Key Points

Passing In Pressure 7 mins

,

VIDEO IN SKETCHPAD
Instagram: @_

Knockout puck handling 7 mins

Race to Net Angling 7 mins

Description: On whistle X starts with a puck and tries
to take puck to the net for a scoring opportunity. O
has inside track and tries to angle and strip puck of X
and skate out of zone, play out 1v1.

Progression:

Drill starts with pass from O to X

Offensive player must try to take puck to
net, do not settle with perimeter shots
Defensive player first steps should in to
net, not towards other player. We want
defensive players to get shoulder to
shoulder with opponent before closing
the gap NOT chasing from behind. Beat
them to where they are going!
Mantra for angling is “stick on puck,
hands on hands, hips on hands”



Coach dumps a puck into the corner for  1 to retrieve

1 and  2 can skate right into the zone, but  3 and  4

have to skate wide around the tire before cutting across zone

and angling their opposition

Play out a 2 vs 2

Key Points

1 needs to take puck off boards safely, not going straight into

the boards, but circling in

3 take away the center lane and don't allow a cut back to the

middle

Start players at the same time.  skates around the �rst tire, around
the other tire and down the wall.   works skating
forwards/backwards around the tire then gaps and angles/checks
player down the wall.

Key Points

Find and attack open space. 

Defensive player gaps up and always skates forward when trying

to force puck carrier wide and maintain defensive body position

On whistle, middle player protects the puck (can use any space in tehw
hole zone). The other two players go attack the player on the other
team with the puck to create a turnover and attack the net 2v1. Game
goes until �rst team scores or 30-45 seconds, players can play both
sides of the net but shouldn't interfere with other 2v1 play. 
Progressions:

Middle player can make a pass on whistle to teammate and

attack on offense, whoever gets passed the puck must protect it

Add players, can play 3v1, 3v2, etc.

Key Points

Attacking players work together! Angle into teammate to create

quick turnover

Make a play to the net to score quickly.

Use space to protect puck

Danny Heath: Burns Angle 2 vs 2 7 mins
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Mirror Checking 7 mins
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Urgency Game! 8 mins


